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UPDATE

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
Hot, new products that industry companies don’t want you to miss.
SUPPLEMENTS
BRAIN HEALTH

Sevo Nutraceuticals, Inc. introduces PERCEPTIV™, a patents-pending brain health supplement that protects against
normal age-related cognitive decline by improving working memory and everyday cognitive abilities. The formula in
PERCEPTIV™ was developed over the course of 20 years of independent university research and is the subject of five
published clinical studies. www.thinkPERCEPTIV.com

SLEEP/MOOD/STRESS

Now available from Life Extension® is New Optimized Tryptophan Plus (Item #01721). This new formula starts with a
premium L-tryptophan (an essential amino acid) that has undergone rigorous manufacturing to ensure the highest purity, potency and safety. To that, Life Extension® added a balanced supply of lysine, niacinamide, extracts of hops and rosemary. Together these nutrients support already normal levels of tryptophan as well as production of serotonin in the
brain to improve sleep quality, enhance mood and modulate stress*. Extra 20% off wholesale price; marketing Code
AVE301A. www.lifeextensionretail.com
* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

SATIETy SUPPORT

Gold Star Nutritionals launched Hunger Stop, a single veggie capsule combination of Garcinia cambogia, Satiereal
Saffron Extract and ChromeMate. Two of the hottest appetite-suppression ingredients mentioned on Dr. Oz are now
combined in one convenient capsule. Garcinia cambogia and Saffron, known to assist in decreasing the desire to overeat,
burn fat more efficiently and alleviate emotional eating, will help your customers quickly reach their weight-loss goals.
60 capsule bottles MSRP is $39.99, Wholesale is $20. Call now for Great Introductory Specials: (800)284-3116.
www.Hunger-Stop.com

PLANT-SOURCED MINERALS™

Plant-Sourced Minerals from Natural Vitality are a purified water extraction of soluble plant-derived minerals.
Includes naturally occurring humic and fulvic acids, polysaccharides, lipids and other valuable nutritional cofactors. PSM delivers a complex of more than 70 plant-based, small-particle, bioavailable life-sustaining trace minerals in an easily digested and assimilated form. Vegan, gluten-free, GMO-free. Available in 16-oz liquid concentrate and vegan capsules. www.naturalvitality.com

NEW PACKAGING

Jarrow Formulas revamped its packaging design to emphasize its logo and to align the look of the product
line. The redesign features consistent imagery and colorful schemas representing various product categories. www.jarrow.com

STANDARDIZED HERBS

Bluebonnet Nutrition now offers a competitively priced and sustainably sourced line of kosher standardized herbs that are “as true to nature as possible.” Using sustainably wild-crafted or -harvested
sources of herbs, extractions are water based and encapsulated in vegan capsules.
www.bluebonnetnutrition.com

PERSONAL CARE
GIRLS’ SKINCARE

Sparklehearts is a line of 100% all-natural bath and beauty products for girls that are fun to use and
made with organic ingredients. Inspiring girls to start making healthy choices when it comes to bath
products, Sparklehearts uses all-natural sweet scents and bright graphics to convey the message that
natural can be fun! The line consists of Shine Shampoo, Soft Conditioner, Bubbling Blooms Body
Wash, Sweet Hearts Shimmer Lotion, Peace Out No Knots Hair Detangler, Yummy Deodorant and
The Naturally Fab Gift Set. www.sparklehearts.com
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NAIL CARE

7–18% of your customers suffer from nail damage and discoloration. Hundreds of thousands of consumers
have found the solution to ugly, unhealthy nails with Citrusway. This highly effective, broad spectrum product is a proprietary formula of grapefruit seeds and extracts; it includes no harsh oils (that can feed some
strains) or drugs. Citrusway acts as an asphyxiant. Consumers see an improvement in 7–10 days and purchase enough product for full treatment. Store Locator. Citrusway will interface with your stores’ Facebook
to maximize visibility and sales. www.citrusway.com

SKIN CREAM

Robin Logan, homeopath and author of the definitive textbook, The Homeopathic Treatment of Eczema, searched for an
effective, all-purpose, healing skin cream for 20 years. He decided he could do better and developed 7 Cream with
Manuka Honey and highly effective oils. This homeopathic cream is an antiseptic and has amazing therapeutic properties. Perfect for everyday life: minor wounds, burns, sunburns and a must in travel, diaper and gym bags. The company drives sales with social media and its store locator. http://7cream.ca

NON-TOXIC NAIL POLISH REMOVER

Suncoat Nail Polish Remover Gel is odorless and non-toxic. The first of its kind, this highly effective remover
is made from corn and soy. Ying Liu, research chemist of environmentally sound coatings, developed this gel
for her young daughters and quickly realized that everyone is looking for a safe, clean polish remover. Works
on all nail polishes—conventional and natural. Non-drying, non-staining, alcohol-free, proprietary formula.
Vegan. Store locator and strong social media drive sales. www.suncoatproducts.com, www.suncoatgirl.com

MUSHROOM CREAM

Mushroom Wisdom has redesigned the packaging of its Aquamella face cream. In a sleek, frosted glass jar
topped with a silver screw lid, the new look conveys an upscale, luxurious crème, says the company. Jars of this
pearl powder, tremella, CoQ10 and ALA enriched cream are now boxed, too.
www.mushroomwisdom.com

PLANT FIBER SPONGE

Dew Puff is a pure plant fiber sponge for gentle, daily cleansing. Bamboo Charcoal variety! This ancient, Asian
beauty tool for modern beauty imparts all the benefits of charcoal. Cleanses toxins and is perfect for blemish-prone
skin. Dew Puff is the next new trend in face and body cleansing: 100% plant-based (made from konjac root, an
Asian food staple). Super soft, yet gently exfoliating. Skin stays naturally hydrated and pH balanced. No preservatives. No chemicals. Great consumer visibility on blogs and more. Loyal repeat sales. Store locator drives sales.
www.dewpuff.com

GROCERY
VEGAN CRAB CAKES

Vegan Seafood! Huh? It’s not a paradox; it’s a revolution! Konjac, the Asian staple made famous by Dr. Oz, gives
Sophie’s Kitchen VEGAN Crab Cakes a believable mouth-feel, while a special mix of spices and herbs makes
this a best-selling product. It is delicious. Loyal fans ensure repeat sales. Vegan. Gluten free. Soy free. Non-GMO.
Sophie’s Kitchen would love to feature your store on its Facebook; the company has a strong fan
base! Store locator, too. http://sophieskitchen.net

CHIA SEEDS

Barlean’s now offers Chia Seeds that are 100% organic, kosher and non-GMO. The company says this vegan product is a great
source of protein and contains five grams of dietary fiber and about 3,000 mg of omega-3s per serving. Barlean’s suggests
adding the seeds to oatmeal, cereals, smoothies, juices and salads. www.barleans.com

DAIRy-FREE SHREDS
GO Veggie! (formerly Galaxy Nutritional Foods) has introduced GO Veggie! Dairy Free Mozzarella Style and
Mexican Style Shreds. The non-GMO and dairy-, soy-, gluten-, lactose- and preservative-free shreds melt,
stretch and taste like real cheese. Additionally, the products have no added sugars, have zero saturated and
hydrogenated fats and are cholesterol free.
www.goveggiefoods.com

VEGAN BREADED SHRIMP

Vegan Seafood! Huh? It’s not a paradox; it’s a revolution! VEGAN Breaded Shrimp from Sophie’s Kitchen feature
Konjac, the Asian staple made famous by Dr. Oz. All gluten free and delectable. Your customers cannot resist this believable, deliciously satisfying shrimp alternative. Easy heat and serve. Loyal fans ensure repeat sales. Vegan. Soy free. Non
GMO. Interface with Sophie’s Kitchen’s strong Facebook fan base by contacting the company! Store locator drives sales.
http://sophieskitchen.net
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